Question #4 - Scientists “don't know”Anything about Creation

Flat Earth FE / Scientists “don't know” Anything about Creation (Part 1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmnUZIb-QfM

My answer to this video of a Flat Earth vs. Globe Theory previously postulated a third option to marry both
suppositions together. No mortal eyes have ever seen the earth from outer space; only the Torah-Bible
reports a lot of science from the metaphysical Heh Dimension, which could widen knowledge horizons. If
we use the oldest Genesis report, we must not ignore the sequence of the seven creation-day cycles that
could open up a paradox in logic. For example, how was it possible to grow massive vegetation seen in the
coal deposits without a sun, which came on the fourth day later?
My website www.apocalypse2008-2015.com answers many mysteries in science linked to the Bible
offering free books of a New Atom Theory in Babushka Book #6. The Ultimate Free Energy concept book
#9 was sent to President Obama. Others include Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar Questions,
book #3 and teaching real climate change, book #5. When the Flat Earth Theory arrived, it did not obsolete
discovered extraterrestrial science. To make more earth-sense to value the Flat Earth Theory, why not
reason how the many paradoxes match the Bible inspired from the metaphysics domain could make it
possible to explain true science not allowed by the political establishment. They brainwashed a whole
generation of students with lies and deception teaching fairy tales just watch a turkey ranch at feeding time.
A third credible trustworthy science option is offered to Mankind from outer space based only on Bible
information that revealed the purpose of creation to prove a fundamental fact. We are all mortal some are
plain stupid, just visit a turkey-ranch to learn how modern life can be adapted to being politically correct.
We read in the Torah-Bible report (Genesis 1:3) there was “infinite” light on the first day from an unknown
Kosmos energy source somewhere radiating in space which cannot be seen by our mortal eyes, hence
postulated dark energy. But soon gave birth to a Time-dimension when the embedded electromagnetic
resonance frequency slowed down creating matter forming galaxies bathed in visible light. Later
Fraunhofer discovered spectral frequency lines in elements collected in the Periodical Table that can be
linked to the evening-morning Genesis clock cycles.
The Aztec-Mayan culture measured a 25,625.862 Teoxiuhitl cycle calendar from history moving zodiac
star positions embedded in the Milky Way galaxy. But the last 5125 precession of the equinoxes shows an
earth axis wobble tilt linked to Alderabim, Teu Hercules, Vega, Thuban and the North Star, Polaris,
because an asteroid created earth axis wobbles during Noah’s time (2288 BC JC). It ended in a fixed earth
wobble 23.5° on 21 December 2012 AD. The Flat Earth Theory thus could be logically reversed where the
earth is bigger like Antares and the sun is tiny but hot circling around creating a model of a flat earth with
an ice-free hole design with an ice rim edge bathed in Kelvin cold, or it could be visualized by observing
the moon’s South Pole. The ice-free water hole is insulated by a frozen, Hydrogen-Helium gas dome
shielded from Kelvin cold being lighter than water vapor and heated, expanding by a sun, but frozen solid
when reaching the stratosphere.
Just follow the Creation Genesis report with a hot sun positioned on the fourth day to keep an ice-free
ocean hole with protruding island continents. But predawn history, the third creation day, is a paradox as
the sun was not around to sustain a huge tropical vegetation ecosystem seen in coal deposits around the
world. Previously our bigger earth turned seven times faster experiencing an ice-time perhaps a moving
Jupiter blocked ∞ energy from space thus generated Genesis night-day cycles on earth. Originally, when a
sun journey was put on the fourth day, its position created a hot spot and thus kept the hole ice-free to
preserve a tropical vegetation ecosystem alive as seen later in coal seams everywhere.
We know that our galaxy is moving. The sun-moon orbit moved near the earth on the fourth creation day
effecting a big change in the climate. But the earth later got hit by an asteroid on 5 February 2287 BC
changing the speed of the flat disc turning an Aztec-Patriarch clock of 7 time cycles of 52 days, now
reversed to 52 weeks – a 365.24 day solstice Gregorian year. The asteroid slowed down seven wobbles
with one wobble left about Moses’ time in 1400 BC. It changed Julius Caesar’s calendar from a 10-moon
month cycles (62 days) to 13 moons around Pope Gregory’s time, adding two weeks again. If you read
some Babushka eggs published years ago, they could embellish a compromised theory much more
logically linked to the Torah-Bible paradox. My advice, make sure being right with your Creator Yeshua.
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com

